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Air Quality

Overview
Transportation and air quality are tightly related. Transportation activities contribute 
significantly to air pollution and air pollution regulations in turn can have a significant 
effect on transportation programs.

This section provides an overview of the air quality issues affecting transportation in the 
WAMPO area. The first section covers air quality in the Wichita area and the 
relationship to  national air quality standards, including a new standard proposed by 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The next section covers what will occur if the 
Wichita region is in violation of air quality standards. The third section covers 
�conformity�, the process that connects air quality to transportation planning decisions. 
This is followed by a discussion of issues related to air quality non-attainment. Finally, 
this section concludes with a timeline laying out the various events related to air quality.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
The Clean Air Act of 1970 and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (collectively the 
CAA) authorizes the EPA to establish National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
for a variety of pollutants. Of these, the most relevant to the Wichita area is ozone.

Ozone 

Ground level ozone is a major component of smog. Long-term exposure can irritate the 
eyes, nose, and lungs, particularly in vulnerable populations including youth, the 
elderly, and those with asthma. Ground level ozone also damages vegetation, including 
crops.

Unlike many other types of pollution, ozone is generally not emitted directly. Instead, it 
is formed when nitrogen oxides (NOx) combine with volatile organic compounds (VOC) 
in the presence of sunlight. NOx and VOC are ozone precursors. NOx comes primarily 
from various types of combustion; everything from large power plants to internal 
combustion engines to wood burning stoves. VOC are emitted by motor vehicles, 
solvents, industrial processes, and gasoline vapors.

Ozone Levels in the Wichita Area

Ozone is monitored at three locations in the Wichita area. One monitor is at the 
Wichita Health Department. Another is located just south of the southern border of 
Sedgwick County in Peck. The third is in the city of Sedgwick, in the northern area of 
the county. 
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The EPA�s method for measuring ozone is to look at the average ozone level during the 
highest eight-hour period each day. The yearly value is represented by the fourth-
highest daily eight-hour average. To smooth out year-to-year variation, they average 
this figure over the past three years. The 3-year averages for the three Wichita-area 
monitors can be seen below.

New and Existing Ozone Standards

In 1997 the EPA set the NAAQS for ozone at 84 parts per billion (ppb). The CAA 
mandates that the EPA review the standards every five years to see whether the 
existing standard adequately protects public health. In 2008 the EPA lowered the 
standard to 75 ppb. Based on more recent public health research the EPA proposed a 
new rule in late November 2014 lowering the ozone standard to between 65 and 70 
ppb. They also accepted comments on the possibility of lowering the standard to 60 
ppb. The rule is scheduled to be finalized in October 2015.

If the EPA lowers the standard to 65 ppb, it is virtually certain that the Wichita region 
will be designated a non-attainment area. If the standard is set at 70 ppb, we are 
very likely to be designated. 

Other Pollutants

The EPA has set NAAQS for a total of six pollutants, known as �criteria pollutants�. In 
addition to ozone these include carbon monoxide, particulates, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen 
dioxide, and lead. Of these, vehicles are a significant source of carbon monoxide and 
particulates. The others are emitted primarily by non-road sources. The Wichita area is 
not in danger of being designated a non-attainment area for any of these other 
pollutants.

3-year Average Ozone Levels
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Non-attainment Designation 
Designating non-attainment areas is a cooperative process between state and federal 
agencies. When the new ozone rule is finalized, the Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment (KDHE) will have up to one year to propose new non-attainment areas 
based on the new rule. After receiving KDHE�s proposal, the EPA has up to one year to 
act on the proposal. While the state makes the initial proposal, the EPA can modify the 
proposed non-attainment area, including designating non-attainment areas not 
included in the state proposal.

Both KDHE and the EPA have up to one year to act. While they could theoretically act 
sooner than that, it is anticipated that both agencies will take close to the maximum 
time allotted, particularly given the large number of potential new non-attainment 
areas to be designated under the new standard. 

Non-attainment Area Geography

One of the important aspects of the designation process is deciding what geographic 
area the non-attainment area will cover. The starting point is generally the Combined 
Statistical Area (CSA) as designated by the Census Bureau (Butler, Cowley, Harvey, 
Kingman, Sedgwick, and Sumner counties). However, the non-attainment area can 
deviate from the MSA, either to include additional area or to exclude some of the 
CSA, based on air quality data, emissions sources, meteorology, geography, and 
jurisdictional boundaries. The non-attainment area is often designated by county, but 
sometimes only parts of counties are included. 

Implications 

A non-attainment area designation has a variety of implications for the region, and 
specifically for transportation planning.

State Implementation Plan

Once a non-attainment area is designated the state has up to three years to develop 
a State Implementation Plan (SIP). The SIP is a comprehensive plan to reduce emissions 
to the point where the area�s air quality no longer violates the NAAQS. 

The SIP for an ozone non-attainment area addresses all sources of NOx and VOC, 
including point sources (large sources like factories and power plants), area sources 
(small industrial operations, gas stations, etc.), non-road mobile sources (railroad 
locomotives, construction equipment, etc.), and on-road mobile sources (cars and trucks). 
The SIP will establish an emissions budget for each of these categories. It will also 
include measures for reducing emissions, such as the use of reformulated gasoline, 
emissions control measures on point sources, etc. The SIP must be legally enforceable 
through state law or a regulatory process.

Once the SIP is submitted the EPA will start the approval process, which can take 
several years. Eventually the EPA will approve the SIP, making it federally enforceable 
as well.
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The long term goal is to reduce air pollution in the region to the point where it no 
longer violates the NAAQS. Once this has been achieved, the state can petition for the 
non-attainment area to be redesignated as a maintenance area. After a maintenance 
area has gone 20 years without violating the NAAQS, it can be designated an 
attainment area. 

Transportation Planning

In addition to the SIP, a non-attainment area designation has specific implications for 
transportation and transportation planning. It triggers the need for the Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) to make a conformity determination before proceeding 
with certain transportation planning steps (discussed in more detail in the next section). 
It also requires the MPO to adopt a new long-range plan on a four-year interval, 
rather than the usual five-year one.

Overview of Agency Roles

The non-attainment process is a cooperative one, involving many different agencies, 
each playing a particular role. As a general rule, actions and reports are first 
proposed or written at the state or local level, then at the federal level. The state then 
has authority for implementing that action. For example: KDHE proposes new non-
attainment areas, the EPA approves them (perhaps with modification). KDHE writes the 
SIP, and the EPA approves it.

Transportation conformity follows a similar structure, with the MPO taking on the local 
role and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as the federal agency. WAMPO 
writes the conformity determination report and submits it to FHWA for approval.

While the non-attainment and conformity processes generally involve one state/local 
agency submitting to one federal regulator, there are many other agencies with a 
stake in the proceedings. For instance, while WAMPO would submit its transportation 
conformity report directly to FHWA, KDOT, and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
have an interest as funding agencies, and KDHE and EPA have an interest as 
environmental regulators. This interest is formalized through the interagency 
consultation process, described in more detail below.

Conformity
Transportation conformity is the process that links air quality with transportation 
planning decisions. It requires the MPO to regularly submit a report called a 
conformity determination to the FHWA. The conformity determination must show that 
the total emissions of current and planned transportation projects will not exceed the 
allowable amount. It evaluates the complete slate of planned projects in the TIP and 
MTP as a whole.
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When is a Conformity Determination Required? 

An MPO must submit its first conformity determination report within one year of the 
initial designation of a non-attainment area. After this initial report the MPO must 
submit a new conformity determination every time it adopts a new Long Range 
Transportation Plan (LRTP) or Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). 

The MPO must also submit a conformity determination for any amendment of the LRTP 
or TIP unless all the projects involved in the amendment are exempt. Exempt projects 
are those that have been deemed by regulation to have a minimal impact on air 
quality. 

Donut Area

The boundaries of the non-attainment area in the Wichita area will almost certainly 
not correspond to the WAMPO planning boundary. The most likely outcome is a 
non-attainment area larger than the WAMPO area. This �donut� area adds to the 
complexity of the conformity process and relationships between organizations. 

The predominant practice with donut areas is for the MPO to handle the conformity 
determination and emissions modeling even for the entire non-attainment area, 
including the area outside of its boundaries. However, in some cases the state DOT 
takes care of the conformity determination and emissions modeling for the portion of 
the non-attainment area outside the MPO boundary. 

One important factor to consider is that FHWA will only approve a conformity 
determination for the entire area. If two different organizations are doing conformity 
determinations for different parts of the non-attainment area and they do not submit 
at the same time, then one submission (and the accompanying LRTP, TIP, or amendment) 
is effectively in limbo until the other conformity determination is submitted. This argues 
strongly for one agency to be responsible for determining conformity for the entire 
non-attainment area, if possible.

Modeling 

The key part of the conformity determination is showing that the projects in the LRTP or 
TIP will not push on-road mobile emissions over the allowed amount. These emissions 
are predicted using modeling. Regional transportation emissions models have two 
parts, the Travel Demand Model (TDM) and an emissions model.

Travel Demand Model

The TDM portion of the regional transportation emissions modeling is the same as the 
TDM used in other aspects of metropolitan transportation planning. Based on 
demographic factors it predicts how many trips will be made in a metropolitan area. It 
then allocates these trips to potential destinations based on employment and other 
factors. Finally, the model splits trips between different modes (auto, bus, bike, etc.) 
and calculates their path through the transportation network. The modeled data is 
calibrated and validated based on actual traffic counts to ensure the results are 
realistic. A fuller description of the WAMPO TDM can be found in Appendix 6.
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In most transportation planning the main outputs of interest from the TDM are the 
volume and the speed on particular roadway segments. For emissions modeling 
purposes, the primary output is Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT).

Emissions Model

The other major component of a regional transportation emissions model is the 
emissions model itself. The EPA mandates the use of a model called MOVES (Motor 
Vehicle Emission Simulator). MOVES uses the output of the TDM to calculate regional 
motor vehicle emissions of NOx and VOC. 

The primary input for the MOVES model is the VMT calculated by the TDM. The more 
miles driven, the greater the emissions. The model also uses the TDM�s distribution of 
travel speeds. Emissions of VOC per mile traveled are greatest at low speeds. NOx 
emissions are greatest at low speeds, decline at moderate speeds, then increase again 
at high speeds. The emissions model also takes into account the VMT by type of 
roadway, because surface streets with traffic lights will produce more emissions for the 
same VMT and speed than a freeway. Finally, the model takes into account the fleet 
mix. SUVs and light trucks produce more emissions per mile than passenger cars. 
Heavy diesel trucks produce more still. 

Modeling the Donut Area

As noted above there is a powerful argument for WAMPO to do conformity (and thus 
run the emissions model) for the entire non-attainment area, even if it extends beyond 
the WAMPO planning boundary. One potential issue with this is that the current 
WAMPO TDM does not cover anything beyond the planning boundary. 

There are two potential solutions for this. Some MPOs that model donut portions of 
their non-attainment areas have extended their TDM to cover the larger region. Others 
use non-network methods for modeling VMT in the donut area. In non-network methods 
rather than using TDM outputs for VMT, speed distribution, and roadway type the 
model uses estimates based on traffic counts. A choice between the two approaches 
will be necessary if WAMPO is going to model the donut area of any potential non-
attainment area.

Tests

In order to demonstrate conformity, emissions must meet the applicable test(s). When a 
non-attainment area is first designated it must meet one or more of the interim tests. It 
will continue to be subject to the interim tests until the SIP has been submitted and the 
EPA deems the on-road mobile source emissions budget adequate.

Interim Tests

There are two interim tests: the build/no build test and the baseline year test. The 
build/no build test involves comparing the emissions if all projects in the plan are built 
to the emissions if only projects currently in progress are completed. In order to pass 
the test the emissions in the �build� scenario must be lower than the emissions in the �no 
build� scenario. 
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In the baseline year test emissions from building the projects in the plan must be 
compared to a baseline year. In order to pass the test the emissions in future years if 
the projects in the plan are completed, must be lower than the baseline year. The 
baseline year for the new ozone standard has not been established, but if the rule is 
finalized in October 2015 and the designation is made two years later the baseline 
year will probably be 2016. 

Ozone non-attainment areas are designated in varying levels of severity: Marginal, 
Moderate, Serious, Severe 15 and Extreme. Marginal non-attainment areas can use 
either of the interim tests. Moderate and higher non-attainment areas must pass both 
interim tests. 

The interim tests requires running several scenarios: one no more than five years in the 
future, one at the end of the LRTP (usually 20-25 years out) and one or more between 
these two such that the analyses are no more than 10 years apart.

Budget Test

One element of the SIP is an emissions budget for on-road mobile sources. While 
approval of the entire SIP can take years, there is an expedited process for the on-
road mobile source budget. Within 90 days of the SIP submission the EPA will 
determine whether or not the proposed budget is �adequate�. Once an emissions 
budget has been deemed adequate, it must be used in all future conformity 
determinations (the first conformity determination using the budget must occur within 
two years of its designation as �adequate�).

The budget test is quite simple: if all the projects in the plan are built, will the projected 
emissions exceed the emissions budget?

The budget test requires running scenarios for the last year of the transportation plan; 
the attainment year in the SIP; any other years for which the SIP establishes a budget; 
and any intermediate years to ensure that the analyses are no more than 10 years 
apart.

Interagency Consultation Process 

One of the requirements for an MPO in a non-attainment area is to set up an 
interagency consultation process. This process is intended to ensure good 
communication between the major participants in the conformity process. For WAMPO, 
the interagency consultation process would include KDOT, KDHE, FHWA, FTA, and the 
EPA. 

The interagency consultation process must include processes for regular meetings 
among the participants, circulating draft documents, and responding to comments from 
other agencies. It specifically needs to address issues such as the assumptions 
underlying the regional emissions model, which project changes require an updated 
conformity determination, and when otherwise exempt projects should still require a 
conformity determination. A list of specific requirements for the interagency 
consultation process is laid out in the applicable federal regulations.

The interagency consultation process needs to be laid out in the Conformity SIP. This is 
a different document than the overall SIP for the non-attainment area. Like the SIP it 
must be legally enforceable under state law or regulations.
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Issues
Uncertainty

The process going forward is fraught with a great deal of uncertainty. Most elements 
of the process are implemented based on the date that that the new ozone rule will be 
finalized. The EPA plans to issue a final decision on the new rule in October 2015, but 
these dates are subject to change. 

In addition to the uncertainties about when the rule will be finalized and the 
designation will occur, there is also substantial uncertainty about what the geographic 
boundaries of the non-attainment area will look like. We are not going to know for 
sure which counties will be included until the non-attainment area is designated. 

These uncertainties will only be entirely resolved when the non-attainment designation 
occurs. The problem with this uncertainty is that if WAMPO waits until that point to 
act, it will be too late. The non-attainment designation starts the clock on a one-year 
deadline to produce the initial conformity determination and conformity SIP. Setting up 
the emissions modeling process (particularly if we are expanding the TDM to cover the 
donut area), is likely to be a year-long endeavor. The conformity SIP must be enforce-
able under state law, requiring either action by the legislature or a rulemaking process, 
neither of which is likely to be particularly fast. WAMPO needs to begin taking action 
on conformity long before the non-attainment area designation is  nalized. 

One way to mitigate some of this uncertainty is by coordinating with other agencies. 
By working with KDHE and the EPA, WAMPO should be able to learn more about their 
anticipated timelines and what geographic areas they are considering for the non-at-
tainment designation long before that designation becomes  nal. WAMPO should also 
work with the participants in the interagency coordination process to implement the 
process and draft a conformity SIP even before the  nal designation comes down. 

Even with these efforts WAMPO will still have to take some actions in the face of 
uncertainty. In particular, the process of creating the regional emissions model has a 
long enough timeline that it should begin soon after the new ozone rule is finalized, 
long before the non-attainment designation or the geographic boundaries of the 
non-attainment area are set. A key task for WAMPO will be balancing the need to act 
with the level of available information.

Donut Area

The prospect of a non-attainment area that extends beyond the WAMPO planning 
area boundary introduces several potential complications. As mentioned earlier, 
WAMPO and KDOT will have to resolve the question of who will do the conformity 
determination for this donut area. If WAMPO is doing the conformity determination this 
will probably require establishing relationships with cities and perhaps counties that 
have not previously been directly involved with WAMPO. These relationships will be 
particularly challenging in the time period before the non-attainment area designation 
becomes final.
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Funding for Modeling 

Setting up a regional emissions model involves substantial start-up costs. Preliminary 
cost estimates by consultants contacted by WAMPO place these costs in the range of 
several hundred thousand dollars. Setting up the regional emissions model is one of the 
more time consuming elements of this process, one that needs to be initiated as early 
as possible. The Project Selection Committee recommended funding to support the 
effort.

Outreach 

While the formal interagency consultation process concentrates on consultation with 
state and federal agencies, equally if not more important will be outreach to cities, 
counties, and other public agencies and jurisdictions in the WAMPO region. The 
implications of non-attainment and the conformity process will change the way 
WAMPO does business and the way transportation planning and programming is done 
in the Wichita area. It will change what projects get built and how. WAMPO needs to 
educate our planning partners and project sponsors about these changes, work with 
them in developing new ways of doing things, and obtain their support.

Lead Organization for Non-attainment

In terms of non-attainment, transportation conformity is somewhat unique in that it gives 
responsibility to a specific, local agency (the MPO). There is really no analog for other 
areas, or for the non-attainment process as a whole. Nevertheless, it would be 
beneficial for the Wichita area if there was a local organization willing to take on a 
lead local role for the broader non-attainment process. Such a role would be beyond 
WAMPO�s current responsibilities but WAMPO would support the emergence of this 
role within the region.

Timeline 

Specific Dates

October 2015 � Proposed ozone rule is scheduled to go into effect.

June 2019 WAMPO deadline for a new LRTP/MTP.

From the Date the Rule is Finalized

1 Year Later � KDHE must submit its recommendations for non-attainment areas to the 
EPA.

2 Years Later (1 year after KDHE submits its recommendations) � EPA must designate 
new non-attainment areas.
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3 Years Later (1 year after the non-attainment area is designated) � WAMPO must 
submit its first conformity determination and Conformity SIP documenting its 
interagency consultation process.

5 Years Later (3 years after the non-attainment area is designated) � KDHE must 
submit the SIP.

5 Years and 90 Days Later (90 days after the SIP is submitted) � EPA determines 
whether the on-road mobile emissions budget in the SIP is adequate. 

7 Years and 90 Days Later (24 months after the emissions budget is deemed 
adequate) � WAMPO must use the emissions budget in a conformity determination.

Conclusions
Being designated a non-attainment area will have a major impact on transportation 
planning in the Wichita area. It will affect the planning process, project selection, and 
the programming of transportation funds. These changes will pose significant 
challenges to all involved in metropolitan transportation planning in the Wichita region.

A non-attainment designation will affect MOVE 2040 implementation in several ways. 
The process of preparing for and implementing the conformity process will absorb a 
substantial amount of WAMPO resources, including staff and committee time. 

The need to pass the interim or budget tests may require changes to the slate of proj-
ects proposed in MOVE 2040 before WAMPO makes its  rst conformity determination. 
If the existing set of projects fail the interim tests then some projects may have to be 
swapped out for others that will reduce emissions. If the set of projects proposed in 
MOVE 2040 does not result in failing the interim tests, no changes will be necessary. 
We will not be able to know either way until the emissions model is up and running.

Finally, being designated a non-attainment area will require that WAMPO produce a 
long-range plan every four years rather than every  ve. This will require WAMPO to 
prepare the next LRTP by mid-2019, rather than 2020.  This is approximately 9 months 
after the deadline for the initial conformity determination (assuming the new ozone 
rule is  nalized in October 2015 as scheduled) which may allow modeling and project 
selection for the two to be combined.
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Finance
Federal law and regulations require that a long range transportation plan present, �A 
financial plan that demonstrates how the adopted transportation plan can be 
implemented� (23 CFR § 450.322). This plan must be fiscally constrained, taking into 
account realistic prospects for future funding and the effects of inflation. This section 
gives an overview of the process of assessing the available funding and the costs of 
the projects included in the plan. A more lengthy discussion of these issues can be 
found in Appendix 4.

Funding Sources

Funding for transportation projects in the WAMPO region comes from the federal 
government, the state of Kansas, and local funds. Many transportation projects are 

funded by a combination of funds from two or more of these sources. 

Between 2009 and 2013, an estimated $1.16 billion was spent on transportation in the 
WAMPO region ($232 million per year).

Federal Funding

Most federal transportation funding is provided from the Highway Trust Fund (HTF), 
which is funded mostly by federal taxes on motor fuels. The HTF is a �pay as you go� 
fund, meaning that funding is limited to the amount available in the HTF unless 
Congress provides money from other sources. In recent years expenditures authorized 
by transportation legislation have exceeded incoming revenue from sources dedicated 
to the HTF. Congress has responded by adding money from the general fund to cover 
the difference. This process has added to the uncertainty in federal highway funding.

While HTF is the primary source of most federal funding the WAMPO region receives, 
these funds are distributed through a variety of different programs. These programs 

Transportation revenue by funding source
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are established by multi-year legislative transportation authorizations, the most recent 
of which is Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP�21). The original 
MAP�21 legislation expired at the end of the 2014 federal fiscal year (September 30, 
2014). However, Congress has passed a temporary authorization extending MAP�21 
until May 31, 2015. As with the HTF, this adds to the uncertainty in federal 
transportation funding. A list of the specific funding programs authorized by MAP�21 
can be found in Appendix 4.

State Funding

The Kansas legislature passed Transportation Works for Kansas (T-WORKS) in May, 
2010. T-WORKS is a 10 year, $8 billion transportation program, the majority of which 
will be spent on the state highway system. A minority of the funds are dedicated to 
local roads and other modes of transportation. 

KDOT receives funding from fuel taxes, motor carrier property taxes, motor vehicle 
registration fees, and a 4/10 cent sales tax. They transfer some of these funds to cities 
and counties through the Special City and County Highway Fund (SCCHF). KDOT also 
serves as a conduit for many of the federal funds spent in the WAMPO area.

The Kansas Turnpike Authority is a self-sustaining entity which funds improvements on 
the turnpike (I-35 in the Wichita area) solely though tolls.

Local Funding

Local governments fund transportation through a wide mix of property taxes, sales and 
use taxes, gas tax transfers, and other local tax revenue. Sedgwick, Butler, and Sumner 
counties and the larger cities in the region fund major improvements through their 
capital improvement programs (CIP or similarly named) and operations and 
maintenance efforts through their public works departments. Smaller communities tend 
to fund capital projects on a case by case basis and not as part of an overall 
improvement program.

A majority of transit funding in the WAMPO region flows through Wichita Transit, 
which is a department of the City of Wichita. Much of this transit funding comes from 
federal and state transfers. Wichita�s operating budget has a specific transit fund and 
provides an operating subsidy to Wichita Transit.

Private/Non-Profit Funding

While the majority of funding in the WAMPO region comes from federal, state, and 
local governments, private actors contribute as well. Paratransit services in Wichita are 
provided by some private and non-profit providers, whose spending is included in this 
category. In addition, this category includes money that cities raise for transportation 
through special assessments.

Projected Funding

During the 2015-2040 timeframe we project that more than $6 billion will be spent on 
transportation projects in the WAMPO region. This funding comes from the federal, 
state, and local governments. During this time period WAMPO will distribute over $313 
million dollars in federal funding to our partners for transportation projects.
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Assumptions

Funding estimates are provided in short (2015-2018), medium (2019-2025), and 
long-term (2026-2040) time bands matching those used for project selection. 

MOVE 2040 assumes an annual inflation rate in construction costs of 4%. 

There is a great deal of uncertainty about the future of transportation funding. MOVE 
2040 largely assumes that federal, state, and local spending on transportation in the 
Wichita area will remain flat (with some exceptions for local funding). A fuller 
discussion of these assumptions can be found in Appendix 4.

Funding Analysis

Based on the assumptions described above, approximately $6 billion will be spent on 
transportation programs in the WAMPO region during the period of MOVE 2040. Of 
this, $1.068 billion will be spent during the first time band ($264 million per year from 
2015�2018), $1.567 billion during the second time band ($224 million/year from 
2019�2025), and $3.454 billion during the third time band ($230 million/year from 
2026�2040). The higher per-year spending during the first time band is primarily due 
to the back-loaded spending in T-WORKS.

TOTAL FUNDING (2015 DOLLARS)

2015-2018 $1,067,902,623

2019-2025 $1,567,104,832

2026-2040 $3,454,002,080

Proportion of spending by federal, state and local governments and the private sector.
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Federal funding represents about 9.5% of this total, and is relatively consistent across 
the time bands. State spending is approximately 32.4%, and varies considerably by 
time band (from 41.9% in the first time band to 30.2% in the third). Local spending 
averages 42.7%; it climbs as a proportion of spending in the later time bands because 
it includes the only funding sources for which we are assuming any growth over time. 
Private funding (mostly city special assessments) represents around 15.5% of the total, 
and remains relatively constant across the time bands.

Projected Expenditures

WAMPO Funded Projects

For MOVE 2040 WAMPO conducted a project selection process (described elsewhere 
in this chapter). This resulted in a list of projects for funds distributed through WAMPO. 
These projects cost a total of $419 million dollars (in year of expenditure dollars). Of 
this $74 million in projects are part of the current TIP, $119 million are in the 2019-
2025 time band, and $226 million are in the 2026-2040 time band. The federal 
funding for these projects (disbursed through WAMPO) totals $49 million for the 
current TIP, $84 million for the 2019-2025 time band, and $180 million for the 2026-
2040 time band. The remaining project costs above the federal contribution will be 
funded through state and local dollars. See Appendix 4 for a list of the WAMPO 
funded projects.

Non-WAMPO Funded Projects

The projects funded with federal dollars through WAMPO make up only a small 
portion of the total transportation projects in the region. We compiled a list of projects 
funded through local and state funds, as well as federal funds not disbursed through 
WAMPO. These 153 non-WAMPO funded projects in the Wichita region represent a 
total spending of $4.4 billion in year of expenditure dollars. See Appendix 4 for a list 
of the non-WAMPO funded projects and a breakdown by of spending by category.

Operations and Maintenance

WAMPO worked with its planning partners and member jurisdictions to gather 
historical data on their operations and maintenance (O&M) expenditures. Over the last 
five years these jurisdictions have spent an average of $21 million per year on O&M. 
Over the course of MOVE 2040 we anticipate that they will spend $933 million in year 
of expenditure dollars on operations and maintenance. 

Conclusions
The total proposed transportation spending in the WAMPO region, including both 
WAMPO funded and non-WAMPO funded projects, as well as operations and 
maintenance, comes to $5.8 billion.

When we put out a call for projects for federal funding administered by WAMPO to 
be included in the long range transportation plan, we received projects totaling 
approximately eight times the available funds. This dramatic mismatch between needs 
and available funding is not unique to Wichita case. Studies show a similar gap at the 
state and national levels.
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The gap between transportation needs and available funding is not new, but it is 
exacerbated by several recent trends. Recent years have seen the end of constant 
increases in vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and have even seen VMT decline on a per-
capita basis. Combined with greater fuel efficiency in the vehicle fleet, this has led to 
stagnation in fuel tax revenues. Construction costs, however, are still increasing. 

This gap is further magnified by uncertainty in federal transportation policy. The 
current highway reauthorization, MAP�21, expired at the end of FY2014. The 
stagnation in fuel tax revenues complicates this situation, forcing Congress to transfer 
money from the general fund to cover the difference between spending and fuel tax 
revenue. The need to find money from the general fund for highway spending has 
made transportation funding more dependent on short-term political factors than any 
time since the HTF was established in 1956.

Transportation infrastructure is a critical component of economic vitality. Transportation 
in the WAMPO region supports an economy that generates $29 billion in Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) per year, 20% of the state�s overall GDP. More than $70 
billion in freight is shipped into, out of, or within the WAMPO region. Maintaining our 
transportation system is a vital element of economic prosperity. 

Closing the gap between transportation funding and available needs is not something 
that can be done solely by shifting money from one bucket to another, or similar fiscal 
maneuvers. The gap is large, recurring, and a product of long-term structural factors. 
Closing the gap will require significant new revenue, whether it is an increase in fuel 
taxes, new sources like VMT based taxation, or an increase in general revenue. All of 
these options are politically challenging, to say the least. Closing the gap will require a 
commitment to maintaining and enhancing the quality of our transportation 
infrastructure, made with full knowledge of what it will take to turn that commitment 
into reality.

It is possible that we, as a region, state, and nation will decide not to make that 
commitment. If the gap between available funding and needed transportation 
improvements remains, we will be forced to forgo capacity improvements, 
concentrating available funds on the most pressing structural and safety needs, and 
trying to mitigate (rather than prevent) the decline in in the quality of our 
transportation infrastructure. Such a decision will have its own cost in missed 
opportunities and limited economic growth.
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Environment
The WAMPO region is rich with environmental resources, including everything from the 
air we breathe and the water we drink, to the bald eagle and the Hackberry 
archeological site. These resources enhance the quality of life and livability of the 
region. 

Our activities and what we build, including transportation improvements, impact the 
natural, social and economic environments. The MOVE 2040 planning process included 
the economic vitality of the region as a goal statement. The natural 
environment and land use impacts were considered as part of the 
collaboration with the Metropolitan Area Planning Department (MAPD). The 
MAPD authors the Comprehensive Plan for the majority of the geographic 
portions of the region.

The region has not seen a significant change in its natural and historical 
resources since the MTP 2035. The MTP 2035 did not identify any negative 
impacts associated with the list of proposed projects. 

Federal regulations call for an environmental review for transportation 
projects requiring federal permits or using federal funds. The projects 
included in MOVE 2040 are required to go through an environmental review 
consistent with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). For the purposes 
of the long range transportation plan WAMPO was advised by the resource 
protection agencies responsible for the region that an assessment of the 
overall suite of proposed projects was sufficient. The projects were all subject 
to a thorough review as part of the project development, design, permitting 
and construction phases. If any impacts were of concern they would be 
addressed at the project level. 

Stakeholder Consultation
An outreach effort was conducted with various resources protection agencies. 
Agencies included were:

� Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks.

� Environmental Protection Agency.

� Kansas Department of Health and Environment � Water Division.

� Army Corps of Engineers.

The outreach effort provided a presentation on the plan development process, 
the proposed projects, solicitation of potential policies for the TPB to consider 
for inclusion in the plan and a discussion of WAMPO�s approach for 
environmental assessment of the suite of projects and programs. The outcomes 
of the coordination session were:

� An agreement that the environmental review would be done at the individual 
project level.

What is NEPA?

The National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 
established a national 
environmental policy focused 
on determining and mitigating 
the impacts federal activities 
have on the environment. 

River Valley
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� No air quality review required by EPA at this time because currently the metro 
area is in compliance with Clean Air Act standards.

What Environmental Resources Are in the WAMPO Region?

The environment resources within the WAMPO region include: 

� Water

� Wildlife 

� Historically Significant and Archaeological

Water Resources
Drainage Basin

The WAMPO region is in the Lower Arkansas Basin. 

Watersheds

There are eight watersheds covering the WAMPO region on the map that follows. 
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Streams

There are five main rivers running through the region:

� Little Arkansas River

� Arkansas River

� North Fork Ninnescah River

� South Fork Ninnescah River

� Ninnescah River

Wetlands

Wetlands are areas of land where water is at or near the surface of the soil for 
varying periods of time. In the WAMPO region, there are generally only small, spotty 
areas of wetlands. The majority of wetlands are in the northern portion of the region 
along the rivers and streams. 

Generally, the floodplains in the WAMPO region are located along the rivers and 
creeks. One important floodplain in the region is the Wichita Valley Center Flood 
Control, commonly referred to as the Big Ditch. This floodplain is protected by a levee 
system from flooding, which may pose a challenge when developing and constructing 
transportation projects.

Wildlife Resources

Other natural environment concerns include plants, fish and wildlife.

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 was passed by the federal government to protect 
threatened and endangered species and their habitat from extinction. An endangered 
species is any plant or animal that is in danger of extinction throughout all, or 
substantial portions, of its range. A threatened species is any plant or animal that is 
likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future. Species are designated as 
threatened or endangered at the state and federal level. The State of Kansas has 
designated three threatened species and three endangered species with critical habitat 
in the WAMPO region, as shown below. 
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Exhibit 9.3: Threat                                                

Historically Significant and Archaeological 
Resources

Environmental resources also include important 
elements of the built environment (what we construct) 
such as historic and archaeological resources. The 
WAMPO region has 147 resources listed on the local, 
Kansas, and/or National Register of Historic Places. 
The types of historic resources in the region include:

� Districts, such as the Carey House Square 
Historic District located on the south side of the 
500 block of East Douglas.

� Buildings, such as St. Mark�s Church located at 
19230 W. 29th Street N. 

� Bridges, such as the John Mack Bridge located 
at Pawnee and Broadway. 

John Mack Bridge

Historic Carnegie Library
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� Monuments, such as the Belmont Arches located at Central and Belmont. 

� Shelters, such as the Tee Shelters at Clapp Golf Course. 

The listed historic resources in the WAMPO region are shown below. 

There are also three archaeological resources in the region listed on the local, Kansas, 
and/or National Register of Historic Places. The three known archaeological resources 
in the region are:

� Hackberry Archaeological Site.

� Painted Turtle Archaeological Site.

� Grove Park Archaeological Site.

135

54

135

54

35

15

McCONNELL
AIR FORCE BASE
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What Are Emerging Environmental Issues?

Air Quality is the most significant emerging environmental issue. The detailed 
discussion of what, how, and when the metropolitan region will respond to this 
issue is included in the earlier portion of this chapter.

Summary

While the WAMPO region is fortunate to have a well-developed major road 
and bridge network, the region also needs a series of networks that provide 
alternatives to auto based trip making. The region�s system has a lot of capacity 
to absorb projected growth; travel for people and goods is reliable and mostly 
free of congestion. The natural and economic environments are mature. The 
protection and conservation of natural environmental resources is a high priority. 
These were included in the listing of issues associated with a desire to maintain 
a high quality of life in the region. The vision, goal statements and performance 
measures reflect the components of the �balancing act� that will be needed in 
order to address these important matters. 

Environmental Justice Analysis
Introduction

As part of WAMPO�s continuing efforts to comply with Title VI, an environmental justice 
analysis was conducted to evaluate the impacts of MOVE 2040 on minority and 
low-income populations. The environmental justice analysis section of MOVE 2040 
provides documentation on the transportation planning and public engagement process 
and its accessibility to minority and low-income populations. It also analyzes the 
fiscally constrained projects selected through the MOVE 2040 process to evaluate 
potential impacts on minority and low-income populations. 

Background

Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 2000d-1) states �No person in the 
United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from 
participation in, denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any 
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.�  Building on the framework 
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, President Bill Clinton issued Executive Order 12898 
entitled �Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and 
Low-Income Populations� on February 11, 1994.

The Executive Order states that �each Federal agency shall make achieving 
environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, 
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its 
programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.�  
Pursuant to the Executive Order, the FHWA adopted FHWA Order 6640.23A, �FHWA 
Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income 
Populations,� dated June 14, 2012.
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FHWA Order 6640.23A defines the term �adverse effects� to include �the totality of 
significant individual or cumulative human health or environmental effects, including 
interrelated social and economic effects,� which may include, but are not limited to: 
bodily impairment, infirmity, illness, or death; air, noise, and water pollution and soil 
contamination; destruction or disruption of human-made or natural resources; 
destruction or diminution of aesthetic values; destruction or disruption of community 
cohesion or a community�s economic vitality; destruction or disruption of the availability 
of public and private facilities and services; vibration; adverse employment effects; 
displacement of persons, businesses, farms, or nonprofit organizations; increased traffic 
congestion, isolation, exclusion or separation of minority or low-income individuals 
within a given community or from the broader community; and the denial of, reduction 
in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits of FHWA programs, policies, or 
activities. 

In terms of transportation policy, the environmental justice framework contains three 
fundamental principles:

� To avoid, minimize, or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse human health 
and environmental effects, including social and economic effects, on minority and 
low-income populations;

� To ensure full and fair participation by all potentially affected communities in the 
transportation decision-making process; and 

� To prevent the denial of, reduction in, or considerable delay in the receipt of 
benefits by minority and low-income populations . (FHWA, 2000. http://www.fhwa.
dot.gov/environment/environmental_justice/).

Methodology

Spatial and demographic data from the 2010 Census were used to identify those 
areas with high densities of minority and low-income populations. Under FHWA Order 
6640.23A, a minority is defined as a person who is:

� Black/African American: A person having origins in any of the black racial groups 
of Africa;

� Hispanic or Latino: A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South 
American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race;

� Asian American: A person having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far 
East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent;

� American Indian and Alaskan Native: A person having origins in any of the 
original people of North America, South America (including Central America) and 
who maintain cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community 
recognition; or

� Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander: A person having origins in any of the 
original peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands.
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For this report, the data will be aggregated as White, Black, Asian, and Other. The 
Other category represents the sum of several Census classifications, including American 
Indian and Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander, Other Races, and 
those identified by two or more races.

As presented in FHWA Order 6640.23A, Hispanic or Latino populations are classified 
as a minority group, regardless of race. Consistent with the US Census data, Hispanic 
or Latino origins are considered as ethnicity data and a separate designation from 
race data. 

According to the US Census Bureau, the terms �Hispanic� or �Latino� refer to persons 
who trace their origin or descent to Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Spanish speaking 
Central and South America countries, and other Spanish cultures. Origin can be 
considered as the heritage, nationality group, lineage, or country of the person or the 
person�s parents or ancestors before their arrival in the US. People who identify their 
origin as Hispanic or Latino may be of any race, consistent with the FHWA Order 
6640.23A. Thus, the percent Hispanic was not added to percentages for racial 
categories.

Under FHWA Order 6640.23A, low-income is defined a person whose median 
household income is at or below the US Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) poverty guidelines. 

For the purpose of the WAMPO MOVE 2040 environmental justice analysis, data was 
aggregated at the Census tract level. Census tracts include one or more Census block 
groups and include 1,500-8,000 residents.  

To determine threshold levels for both minority and low-income levels, two density 
levels were developed. The first denotes Census tracts with high density minority and/
or low-income populations. The second is for those populations that have a lower 
density, but still more than the WAMPO regional average. Census tracts were 
considered environmental justice census tracts if they met the following thresholds:

� Threshold 1:  50% minority or low-income. 

� Threshold 2:  10% more than the regional average of minority or low-income.

The census tracts that meet the above thresholds will be referred to as environmental 
justice (EJ) areas. Those census tracts that do not meet the above thresholds will be 
referred to as non-EJ areas. The Environmental Justice Mapping and Analysis section 
will provide mapping and a more detailed description of EJ areas within the WAMPO 
MOVE 2040 study area.

As noted in the introduction to this section, the environmental justice analysis for MOVE 
2040 will include two components:

� Transportation Planning and Public Engagement Process:  The process of 
developing the MOVE 2040 plan with stakeholders and the public.

� Transportation Project Analysis: The analysis of selected projects and their 
potential impacts on minority and low-income populations.

The methodology for each component will be discussed at the beginning of its 
subsection.
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Environmental Justice Mapping and Analysis
As described in the methodology section, WAMPO used 2010 census data to identify 
locations within the WAMPO region with high densities of minority and low-income 
populations. The following mapping will describe the population by population 
subgroup.  The final map will provide a composite of the census tracts that are EJ 
areas, which will be used as the map for further analysis of an equitable planning and 
public engagement process and of an equitable project distribution process.

*Mapping is focused on the areas of the region where Environmental Justice (EJ) areas 
exist. Each map provides a focus area graphic below the legend to provide the viewer 
orientation. 

Black/African Americans EJ areas in the WAMPO Region
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The first population subgroup to be analyzed is Black/African American.The figure 
below displays the locations of EJ areas for only Black/African American populations 
within the WAMPO study area. Of the 498,365 residents in the WAMPO region, 
46,302 identified as Black/African American, or 9.2%. The highest density Black/
African American populations in Wichita (50 % + of the Census tract) occur north of 
downtown, south of K-96, between I-135 and N. Hillside, with one additional tract 
between N. Oliver and Vesta Drive, with E 17th on the North. A lower density, but 
higher than the regional average, EJ area surrounds this area, with the western 
terminus being Woodlawn and some areas as far out as Rock Road. On the eastern 
side, the terminus for the lower density EJ area is generally Broadway.  South of 
Kellogg, there are EJ areas between S. Webb and S. Oliver, which includes institution 
living at McConnell Air Force Base.

Asian American EJ areas in the WAMPO Region
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The second population subgroup to be analyzed is Asian American. The figure on the 
next page displays the locations of EJ areas for only Asian American populations 
within the WAMPO study area. Of the 498,365 residents in the WAMPO region, 
20,613 identified as Asian American, or 4.1%. There were no high density locations for 
Asian Americans. There were four census tracts that had Asian American populations 
that were higher than 10% of the WAMPO regional average. These tracts are 
scattered throughout the central Wichita area:

� South of E. Pawnee, north of E. 31st Street between U.S. 81 and I-35 (directly 
west of McConnell Air Force Base).

� South of E. Pawnee, north of E. 31st Street, between S. Rock Road and S. Webb 
Road (directly east of McConnell Air Force Base).

� South of Kellogg, north of E. Pawnee, between S. Webb and S. 127th St. East.

� South of E. 21st St. N, north of E. 13th St. N, between N. Hillside Street and N. 
Oliver Street, with a cutout portion west of Vesta Drive.

As noted in the Methodology section, American Indian and Alaskan Native, Native 
Hawaiian and Pacific Islander, Other Races, and those identified by two or more races 
were grouped into a category called �Other.� This category did not have any census 
tracts with high enough densities for EJ areas. The totals for each subgroup in the 
WAMPO region are as follows:

� American Indian and Alaskan Native: 5,827 (1.2%).

� Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander: 421 (0.1%).

� Other Races: 25,302 (5.1%).

� Two or More Races: 19,878 (4.0%).
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As stated in the Methodology section, according to the US Census Bureau, the terms 
�Hispanic� or �Latino� refer to persons who trace their origin or descent to Mexico, 
Puerto Rico, Cuba, Spanish speaking Central and South America countries, and other 
Spanish cultures. Origin can be considered as the heritage, nationality group, lineage, 
or country of the person or the person�s parents or ancestors before their arrival in the 
US. People who identify their origin as Hispanic or Latino may be of any race, 
consistent with the FHWA Order 6640.23A. Thus, the percent Hispanic was not added 
to percentages for racial categories. It is important to note, that regardless of the 
racial group identified by an individual of Hispanic or Latino ethnicity, that individual is 
considered a minority by Executive Order 12898.

The Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity EJ areas in the WAMPO Region (above) displays the 
locations of EJ areas for only Hispanic/Latino populations within the WAMPO study 
area.  Of the 498,365 residents in the WAMPO region, 65,324 identified as Hispanic/

Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity EJ areas in the WAMPO Region
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Low Income Status EJ areas in the WAMPO Region

Latino, regardless of race, or 13.1%. There are four locations of clustered Census tracts 
that contain densities of EJ areas for Hispanic/Latino populations. These are as follows:

� Between I-235 on the north and W. 13th Street on the south, N. Amidon St. on the 
west and Broadway (and in some areas I-135) on the east.

� Between Kellogg on the north and Tulsa Street on the south, Arkansas River on the 
west and S. Hydraulic on the east.

� A triangle with E. 31st Street S on the top and K-15 and I-35 on the left and right 
sides respectively. 

� Between Kellogg on the north and E. Mt. Vernon St. on the south, S. Oliver St. on 
the west and Woodlawn St. on the east.
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Under FHWA Order 6640.23A, low-income is defined a person whose median 
household income is at or below the US Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) poverty guidelines. 

The Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity EJ areas in the WAMPO Region figure displays the 
locations of EJ areas for only low income populations within the WAMPO study area.  
Of the 567,124 residents in the WAMPO region, 73,717 are identified as low income, 
or 13%. 

Low income EJ areas make up the majority of central Wichita along the I-135 corridor, 
with I-235 on the north and south. On the west, it is bordered generally by the 
Arkansas River, with a little bit of EJ area to its west. On the east, it is bordered by 
Woodlawn. North of K-96 on the northeast part of the study area is a large census 
tract that is also an EJ area that crosses K-254.

For the purposes of analysis for MOVE 2040, a composite map has been developed 
that includes all of the EJ area components in one map: Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity EJ 

Composite Map: EJ areas in the WAMPO Region
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areas in the WAMPO Region 5 displays this map. As with the low income map, the 
distribution of EJ area is generally in central Wichita along the I-135 corridor, along 
with the large Census tract north of K-96. Additionally, tracts in and adjacent to 
McConnell Air Force Base are included as EJ areas. It should be noted that McConnell 
Air Force Base has large on-base living quarters, which is consistent with the EJ area 
population. 

Transportation Planning and Public Engagement Process
The outreach to EJ population is included in the narrative of the Public Involvement/
Outreach efforts included in the outreach portion later in this chapter and Appendix 5.

Transportation Project Analysis

WAMPO�s MOVE 2040 process selected regionally significant projects that will be 
implemented between 2019 and 2040. These multimodal projects will have a 
significant impact on the mobility of users of the Wichita area transportation system. As 
such, it is necessary to analyze these investments from an environmental justice point of 
view to follow through with the requirements of Executive Order 12898. 

A qualitative analysis was conducted comparing the location and planned scope of 
planned projects in relation to EJ areas (both those with high concentrations (50 %+) 
and those with substantially higher concentrations (10 %+) than the WAMPO average. 
Additionally, the analysis compared the investments made in EJ areas versus the 
investments made in non-EJ areas. This is done by analyzing the amount of investments 
per capita to determine the distribution of investments. It is important to note that only 
projects that can be mapped or assigned to a specific geographic location are being 
included in this analysis. Projects such as regional planning and regional vanpool 
investments are not included in this analysis. Additionally, projects that cross EJ and 
non-EJ census tracts are included in both categories, as those projects will provide 
benefit to both locations. 

Based on the Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity EJ areas in the WAMPO Region, nine projects 
were selected through the MOVE 2040 project selection process that are either fully or 
partially in EJ areas. Those projects are:

PROJECT YEAR COST

17th St., Broadway to I-135 2019 $3,200,000

K15 Synchronization, Derby to Canal Route 2019 $138,000

KDOT ITS Outlier Coverage 2019 $200,000

Mt. Vernon St., Broadway to S.E. Blvd. 2019 $2,800,000

Pawnee St., Webb to Greenwich 2019 $3,600,000

55th St. S Reconstruction, K-15 to Rock Road 2026 $7,263,818

Greenwich St., 45th St. N. to ½ mile north of 53rd St. N. 2026 $4,900,000

Arterial ITS at Seneca and U.S. 54 2026 $150,000

Wichita Transit Douglas Avenue Enhancements 2026 $2,400,000

Total Spending $24,651,818
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The total amount of investments for these nine projects equals $24,651,818. The total 
amount of investments in MOVE 2040 (for projects that can be placed in a geographic 
location) is $145,314,684. Investments in EJ areas equal 17% of the investments in the 
fiscally constrained WAMPO MOVE 2040 program. The total population of the EJ 
areas is 164,448 (or 30% of the WAMPO area). When aggregating the physical 
projects selected for MOVE 2040, the per capita spending in EJ areas for these 
projects is $149.91, while per capita spending in non-EJ areas is $319.27.

Travel Demand Model Environmental Justice Analysis

We used the Travel Demand Model (TDM) to analyze the impact of the WAMPO 
funded projects on traffic volumes (details on the TDM can be found in the Travel 
Demand Model section in this chapter and in Appendix 6).  For this analysis we 
developed two scenarios.  The first assumes that all projects identified in MOVE 2040 
will be built, including both WAMPO funded and non-WAMPO funded projects (this is 
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identical to the �2040 all-projects� scenario described in the TDM section).  The second 
scenario assumes the completion of all non-WAMPO funded projects, as well as all 
projects that were identified in the �existing+committed� scenario.  It does not include 
any of the WAMPO funded projects selected as part of the MOVE 2040 project 
selection process.  Both scenarios assume the same 2040 demographics and 
employment.  These scenarios allow us to isolate the effect of building the WAMPO 
funded projects on traffic volumes.

Building the WAMPO funded projects will result in 8693.4, fewer vehicle-miles 
traveled in the identied EJ census tracts.  In comparison, building the WAMPO funded 
projects will result in 23304.8, more vehicle-miles traveled in the non-EJ census tracts.  
By this metric, building the WAMPO funded projects will result in a relative decrease 
of the impacts of the transportation system on the population of the EJ census tracts.

Conclusion
The analysis of the MOVE 2040 transportation projects indicates that populations who 
live in EJ areas benefit less from transportation investments (as measured by dollars 
spent per capita) than those who do not live in EJ areas. It is important to note, 
however, that public transit projects (with the exception of the Douglas Avenue corridor) 
were not included in the MOVE 2040 competitively selected list because the funding 
for these projects are directly allocated to Wichita Transit. The current transit service 
map for Wichita Transit focuses primarily on the City of Wichita and specifically on the 
inner ring of Wichita, which includes the majority of the EJ areas, which receives a 
higher level of transit service than non-EJ areas. 

Additionally, the Kellogg Corridor within the EJ areas was upgraded during the 2000�s 
and was considered a major regionally-significant project during that Long Range 
Transportation Plan era. Other similar regionally significant corridors within the inner 
ring of Wichita have also received recent upgrades during previous plan updates. 

Due to the urban grid nature of central Wichita, many of the streets within EJ areas 
are within the purview of the City of Wichita. Those streets will continue to receive 
investment through the City of Wichita�s Capital Improvement program, but because 
those streets have limited regional traffic flow, they are not considered to be regionally 
significant projects. 

For the reasons noted above, the discrepancy in per capita investment between EJ and 
non-EJ areas is consistent with the investment approach for the region and need not be 
construed as an inequitable distribution of funds.   
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Outreach/Public 
Engagement Plan 
Development 
The inclusion of diverse points of view was an essential component of the plan 
development process. The earliest development activities included outreach to the 
region�s key decision makers, opinion leaders, modal partners, planning partners, 
subject matter experts and those who are impacted by the transportation system.

Each phase of the plan development process included at least one significant initiative 
to seek input from throughout the region. The key to ownership of the plan was to 
assure that the individuals who were to be impacted by the plan had a substantive and 
transparent opportunity to listen, share and influence the direction or outcome of the 
matters at hand.

Phase 1 �Asking for the Directions�
This was literally and figuratively asking for directions. Early work in support of this 
phase began with the conduct of a number of studies following MTP 2035, including 
the Freight Study and the Household Travel Survey. Additional activities included 
presentations to the county commissions (Butler, Sedgwick and Sumner), city councils, 
subject matter experts, freight industry-based organizations, advocates for traditionally 
underrepresented, transit riders, advocates for non-motorized transportation modes, 
and community/civic organizations. The travel demand model calibration provided 
information on travel speeds and congestion levels. 

The travel demand was used to describe the current road network conditions. This 
included operating speeds, available capacity and accessibility times for transit and 
auto/truck travel. The model was used again during Phase 3 of the development 
process to show the impacts of proposed projects on the WAMPO region. The details 
of the model development and output are included in Appendix 6. 

The signi cant elements of this phase were:

� Needs identification � This was achieved through the review of the studies 
conducted since MTP 2035, Household Travel Surveys, information provided by 
the member jurisdictions, participants in the online and onsite �Budget Bucks� 
exercise, and data collected by MAPD and REAP during the data gathering 
efforts for their plans.The result of the needs assessment are documented in 
Appendix 2, which was distributed in March 2014. 

 � Highlights of Existing Conditions

� 15% of trips are home to work.

� Household average about 9 trips per day (higher than the national average).

� Average trip duration is 14 minutes.

� 75% of trips are less than 4 miles.

� 85% of travel starts or ends in the region.

� Average system level during the peak period is less than one minute.
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� 50 % of Wichita Transit�s bus fleet has exceeded its useful service life.

� 5% of the bridges need to be replaced.

� Travel times are consistent within one minute and provide for reliable and 
predictable travel time for commerce.

� The highway and road network has more lane miles per capita than similarly 
sized urban areas.

� Current roadway network has significant reserve capacity and can easily 
accommodate new demand.

� 12% of the population in 2010 was over 65. In 2040 it is projected to be 
40%.

 � Needs Assessment

  This was done using engineering reviews, travel surveys, and ideas shared 
  during the engagement activities.

  � Household Travel Survey respondents� priorities

� Safety

� Signal timing

� Improving existing interchanges on interstate highways

� Use of technology (e.g. intelligent transportation systems)

� Connections between rural and urban communities

� Budget Bucks exercise

� Online responses priorities

� Alternate modes of travel

� Maintain current system

� Fix bottlenecks

� Technology

The common themes between what the data showed, according to what the subject 
matter experts, elected of cials, and interested members of the public told us were:

� Improving safety continues to be a top priority.

� Fixing bottlenecks is important and we don�t mind paying for it.

� We have work to do on getting the entirety of the transportation system in good 
working order, especially local/neighborhood roads, some bridges and public 
transit.

� We want to continue to invest in technology.
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� The way we get around is changing and we want more choices for making trips.

� Travel reliability and predictability are critical to the business community.

� Balance local road projects with those projects that support economic vitality.

Phase 2 � �Mapping the Route�
This element of the development process focused on transforming the needs into the 
essential components of performance planning. This phase asked and answered the 
questions: What will be the future? How will we determine that the outcomes have 
been achieved?

These common themes of the first phase were used to develop the initial themes and 
contents for sketching the picture of what the future could become. The interim 
strategies were:

� Greater Choice � The region�s residents, higher education students and staff 
believed it was important to have the option to move around the region using 
public transit. The rationale was rooted in the changing demographics, i.e. the 
aging of the population and the preference for walkability from the younger 
residents of the urban core.

� Pedestrian and Bicycle Options � Continued investment in bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities. This was consistent with the idea of choice for people movement.

� Delays � Reduction and elimination of recurring delays at intersections/
interchanges within the highway network. Those involved in the goods movement/
freight community were especially concerned due to their need for reliability in 
travel times within and through the region.

� Economics � Continue to support the economic drivers for the regional economy. 
The industries that employ the residents of the region, attract visitors and that 
provide goods, services and technology throughout the United States and to the 
global economy require a mix of transportation options that are reliable, 
available, and transportation networks that are useable. 

� Funding � No increase in public funding but efforts should be undertaken to have 
more partnerships with the private sector to provide resources to maintain the 
system performance at its current levels.

� Safety � Continue to emphasize safe networks.

� Multimodal � System must include multiple modes of transportation for moving 
people, goods, services and raw materials. Trains, trucks and airplanes are 
important to moving goods and the plan should consider how to better utilize 
these networks for moving people.

� Local Road Network � Greater attention is needed to local roads and other 
transportation needs. While 70% of the roads receiving federal or state funds 
were in good condition in one municipality alone, only 48% of the local 
residential roadways were rated as being in fair condition.
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The common themes were presented in an outreach effort to elected officials, subject 
matter experts and the public in general.  The broad findings of the engagement 
efforts were:

� All four present strategies seem to be supported.

� Final investment strategy will be a blend of the options presented.

� Two age cohorts, Baby Boomers and Millennials, want more choices in a well 
maintained transportation system.

� Decisions need to be regional to connect transportation facilities.

In addition to these activities WAMPO staff conducted extensive briefings with KDOT 
staff and leadership, FTA, and FHWA staff on the approach and content of the 
technical version of MOVE 2040.  This was acknowledged as an excellent effort in 
getting early and useful information and for the regulators and partners to provide 
feedback on WAMPO�s MOVE 2040 work.

Phase 3 � �The Final Approach�
This phase was the development of the MOVE 2040 documents.  A Citizen�s Report to 
provide the general public to provide highlights of the effort and a technical version of 
MOVE 2040.  In addition WAMPO developed informational videos.  The videos were 
a part of the social media outreach, presentations and public sessions.

� The Citizen�s Report included:

 � A summary of what was heard during the outreach activities.

 � Vision, Goal Statements and related Performance Measures.

 � A synopsis of the project selection process and the proposed projects.

 � The financial status.

 � Emerging Issues.

The technical version provides the details of the engineering, financial, and planning 
analyses conducted as part of the plan development.  The audience for the document 
are the federal regulators, subject matter experts, and anyone interested in the 
technical aspects of the development process. 

The Technical Report includes Chapters and Appendices related to the plan 
development.  These include:

� Vision, Goal Statements and Performance Measures.

� System profile, land use conditions, and demographics.

� Needs assessment.

� Planning process activities.
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� Plan Implementation.

� Progress reporting and monitoring.

� Travel Demand Model documentation.

� Investment Strategies.

� Summaries of the outreach activities.

Conclusion
The planning process for MOVE 2040 was inclusive of the traditional elements of the 
3C planning process; it also incorporated the newly evolving performance-based 
planning concepts.  It also demonstrated the complex, flexible and at times challenging 
environment with which an iterative process/approach was applied in South Central 
Kansas.  It included extensive engineering, planning analyses and an aggressive, 
inclusive, stakeholder focused outreach component.  The MOVE 2040 planning process 
is thorough in its fulfillment of the federal statutes and regulations associated with 
metropolitan planning in a designated Transportation Management Area.


